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Knowledge Organisers 
 

Autumn Term Knowledge Organisers still need to be brought to school every day, 

alongside this one. 

 
Some subjects have knowledge organisers which last two terms or even the whole year. To save on paper 

these are not printed again and students will need to refer to them in the Autumn Term booklet. Also some 

subjects like Design Technology organise the curriculum on a carousel, as such all the organisers for that 

subject are in the Autumn Term booklet. 
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An Introduction to Knowledge Organisers 

 
What is a Knowledge Organiser? 

A knowledge organiser is a document, usually one side of A4, occasionally two, that contains key facts and 

information that children need to have a basic knowledge and understanding of a topic, or in some cases 

a series of topics.  

 

Students are expected to bring their Knowledge Organiser Booklet to school every day. Students will be 

issued with a new booklet each term. However, it is import they keep the booklets to help with revision 

for end of year exams. 

 

What are the benefits of knowledge organisers? 

The main benefit of knowledge organisers is that they give students and parents the ‘bigger picture’ of a 

topic or subject area. Some topics can be complicated, so having the essential knowledge, clear diagrams, 

explanations and key terms on one document can be really helpful. 

 

Research shows that our brains remember things more efficiently when we know the ‘bigger picture’ and 

can see the way that nuggets of knowledge within that subject area link together. Making links, essentially, 

helps information move into our long-term memory. 

 

How can the students use them? 

As mentioned earlier, students are expected to bring their Knowledge Organiser Booklet to school 

everyday. In lessons they can be used in a number of ways, for example, to look up the meaning of key 

words, spell words correctly and do some additional work if they have finished classwork. 

 

At home knowledge organisers can be used to support homework, independent work and revise for tests 

and exams. Two quick and easy ways to do this are: 

 

1. Look, cover write, check – look at part of the knowledge organiser, cover it, write as much as you 

can remember and then check it 

2. Word up – Pick out any words you don’t understand. Use a dictionary or thesaurus to find the 

meaning. If they don’t help as your teacher. 

 

The more often you do this the better. YouTube has some clips on them; search ‘Mr Garner look, cover, 

write, and check’ and ‘Mr Garner word up’ 

 

How can parents use them? 

 Read through the organiser with your son/daughter – if you don’t understand the content then ask 

them to explain it to you – ‘teaching’ you helps them to reinforce their learning. 

 Test them regularly on the spellings of key words until they are perfect. Get them to make a glossary 

(list) of key words with definitions or a list of formulae. 

 Read sections out to them, missing out key words or phrases that they have to fill in. Miss out more 

and more until they are word perfect. 

 

How the booklet is organised 

The knowledge organisers are in alphabetical order by subject.  



Artists who use mixed media 

or expressive   

 Frank Auerbach 

 Anselm Keifer 

 George Baselitz 

 Ann Tyler 

 Ian Murphy 

 Frank Stella 

 Kurt Schwitters 

Mark making 

Texture 

Surface 

Stipple 

Crosshatch 

Collage 

Tone 

Print 

Ink 

Roller 

Cutter/Blades 

Register 

Mixed media 

Experiment 

SKILLS 

Design 

Registration & cutting 

Artist understanding/ appli-
cation 

Printing skills 

Composition 

Presentation 

Formal elements 

Artists renown for lino/

block printing  

 Ian McCulloch 

 Angie Lewin 

 Edward Bawden 

 Irving Amen 

 Dale Deveraux Barker 

 Clare Curtis 

 Cyril E. Power 

Tools for printmaking  

Roller Cutter Blades Ink Lino 

Health & Safety—cut away 

from hand & body 

Different marks 

create different 

effects/surfaces & 

show TEXTURE 

The more marks 

you add the dark-

er the TONE  

 

Work on different surfaces/papers/materials 

Combine media; charcoal and ink, paint and col-

our pencil to show the qualities of your subject 

Use blades 1-
3 for fine lines 
& edges 

Use 4 & 5 to 
remove large 
sections of 
lino 

What you cut 
away will leave 
the paper blank 

Cut carefully, the 
more accurate 
the cut, the better 
the print 



A range of functions can be used to analyse data. 

A function can be thought of as a machine that takes in some data and converts it into something else.  

Functions with a single input 

These functions take either a single cell, or range of cells as the input: 

 =AVERAGE( B2: B206)  would find the mean grade. 

 =MODE( B2: B206)  would find the most common grade. 

 =MI N( B2: B206)  and MAX( B2: B206)  find the lowest and 

highest grades. 

 =COUNT( B2: B206)  tells you how many cells have numbers 

in; useful for finding missing data. 

SUM function 

Inputs: 

5,8,3 

Output: 

16 

Here is a list of students and their grades. There are 205 students in the list. 

The last name is in cell A206. Their grade is in B206. 

Functions with more than one input 

These functions have their inputs separated by a comma: 

 =COUNTI F( B2: B206, " >6" )  would find the number of grades that met specified criteria. In 

this case, all grades higher than 6. 

 =I F( B2>3, " Tar get  met " , " Tar get  not  met " )  would check whether a the value in C2 

is greater than 3. This is a Boolean expression. If the result is true, “Target met” is output. If the 

value is false, “Target not met” is output. 

 =VLOOKUP( B2, D2: E5, 2)  would look in range D2:E5 for student 1’s grade and return a value 

from the second column. B2 is 

between 4 and 7, so Pass is 

returned. 

Computing: Spreadsheet software for data analysis 



Constructive wave
Powerful swash
Weaker backwash
Long wave length
Low wave height
Gentle beach

Destructive wave
Weak swash
Strong backwash
Short wave length
High wave height
Steep beach

Types of Erosion:
- Attrition – when rocks/pebbles collide 

and chip away
- Abrasion – the sandpapering effect of 

the material rubbing against a cliff face
- Solution – when rock dissolves due to a 

reaction between the rock and sea
- Hydraulic Action – when water is forced 

into cracks into the cliff face, 
compressing air inside which in turn 
makes the crack wider.

Mass Movement – the downward movement of the land 
due to the pull of gravity. This usually occurs when the
ground is saturated by water, is unstable or during a 

storm surge.

Transportation:
Saltation – the bouncing motion of pebbles
Traction – the rolling motion of rocks
Solution – the dissolved load within the body of water
Suspension – fine sediment is suspended within the flow of the water

Deposition
When the flow of the water falls and so 
material is dropped off along the coastline. 

Formation of a Bay

Erosion of a 
headland

Year 9 Geography
Unit 3: Coastal Landscapes

Definition

E
ro

si
o

n

The wearing away and 
removal of material by a 
moving force, such as a 
breaking wave.

Tr
a

n
sp

o
rt

a
ti
o

n The movement of eroded 
material. The size and 
weight of the material 
affects how it moves.

D
e

p
o

si
ti
o

n Occurs when material 
being transported by the 
sea is dropped due to the 
sea losing energy.

S
o

ft
 

E
n

g
in

e
e

ri
n

g Managing erosion by 
working with natural 
processes to help restore 
beaches and coastal 
ecosystems. 

H
a

rd
 E

n
g

in
e

e
ri
n

g

A coastal management 
technique used to protect 
coasts by absorbing the 
energy of waves, 
preventing erosion and 
flooding. They are highly 
visible man-made 
structures used to stop or 
disrupt natural processes.

Longshore Drift
This is the zigzag motion of 
sediment. Sediment is 
pushed onto the beach at an 
angle and returns to sea 
perpendicular to the 
coastline due to gravity. 
When the coastline changes 
direction a spit will form. 



Life in Nazi Germany
Big Question – What was life like in Nazi Germany and what were the significant events in the causes of World War Two?

Timeline of Key Events Keyword Definition

1933 - January
Hitler becomes Chancellor of Germany .

1933 - February
Hitler introduces censorship.
The Reichstag is set on fire on the 27th of February, Hitler blames a Dutch Communist named Marinus Van Der Lubbe.
On the 28th February Hitler takes Emergency Powers and suspends civil liberties 

1933 – March 
Hitler passes the Enabling Act. This makes him a Dictator for 4 years.

1934
The ‘Night of the Long Knives’. Hitler executes and arrests members of his own SA in order to protect his power within the 
party.
Hindenburg dies on August 2nd. Hitler becomes the sole unchallenged ruler of Germany.

1936
Hitler moves German troops into the de-militarized Rhineland. This goes against the Treaty of Versailles. France does not 
react.

1938 – March 
Hitler marches troops into Austria and brings it into the German Reich, This was against the terms of the Treaty of Versailles. 

1938 – September 
The Munich Agreement is signed by Germany, France and the United Kingdom. This allowed Germany to take over the 
Sudetenland in Czechoslovakia that contains many ethnic Germans. Hitler promises to keep peace. 

1939
On March 15th, Germany occupies the rest of Czechoslovakia. Clearly going against the Munich Agreement.

Hitler and Stalin sign the ‘Nazi-Soviet Pact’. This was a non-aggression pact between two natural enemies and they agreed to 
a joint invasion of Poland 

Germany invades Poland on September 1st. This signalled the start of WW2 as Britain and France declare war on Germany

Anschluss Union with Austria

Anti-Semitism Racism towards Jewish people

Appeasement Giving in to the demands of an aggressor

Consolidation Soldifying

Dictatorship Rule by one leader

Foreign Policy Decision related to other countries

Kristallnacht Violent attack on German Jews in 1938

Lebensraum Living Space

Persecution To treat people badly 

Rearmament Rebuilding of military strength

Reichstag German parliament

Useful Websites http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/history/mwh/germany/hit
lerconsolidaterev1.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/standard/history/1930_1960/road_to_
war/revision/1/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=40OHXNkfmf4

Assessment Objectives

• To understand how Hitler’s foreign policy led to the outbreak of War in 1939. 
• To understand what life was like for a variety of groups living in Nazi Germany including; women, young 

people, Jews and other minority groups
• To learn about the consequences of Hitler’s foreign policy. 
• To evaluate the rise of anti-Semitic persecution in Nazi Germany
• To understand an evaluate the persecution of non-Jewish groups in Nazi Germany

Key People

Neville Chamberlain

Adolf Hitler

Heinrich Himmler

Joseph Goebbels 

Joseph Stalin

Herman Goring 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/history/mwh/germany/hitlerconsolidaterev1.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/standard/history/1930_1960/road_to_war/revision/1/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=40OHXNkfmf4


Significant Events of World War II 
Big Question – What was significant about WWII and which events caused the greatest amount of change?

Timeline of Key Events Keyword Definition

1939
Hitler invades Poland on 1 September. Britain and France declare war on Germany two days later. 

1940
Rationing starts in the UK. 
German 'Blitzkrieg' overwhelms Belgium, Holland and France. Germany takes over these countries.
Churchill becomes Prime Minister of Britain. 
British Expeditionary Force evacuated from Dunkirk. 
British victory in Battle of Britain forces Hitler to postpone invasion plans. 

1941
Hitler begins Operation Barbarossa - the invasion of Russia. 
The Blitz continues against Britain's major cities. 
Japan attacks Pearl Harbour, and the US enters the war. 

1942
Germany suffers setbacks at Stalingrad in Russia and El Alamein in North Africa. 
Mass murder of Jewish people at Auschwitz and the Extermination camps begins. 

1943
Surrender at Stalingrad marks Germany's first major defeat in Russia. 

1944
Allies land in Italy and attack. 
Soviet offensive gathers pace in Eastern Europe. German troops begin retreats. 
D Day: The Allied invasion of France. Paris is liberated in August. 

1945
Auschwitz liberated by Soviet troops. 
Russians reach Berlin: Hitler commits suicide and Germany surrenders on 7 May. 
After atomic bombs are dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Japan surrenders on 14 August. 

Air Raid An attack in which bombs are dropped from aircraft on to a ground target.

Allies Friendly nations

Atomic Bomb Nuclear bomb

Axis Name given to Germany, Italy and Japan during WWII

Blitz Bombing raid

Blitzkrieg Lightening war

Civilians Non-combatants in war

Concentration Camp Large prison camps for confinement and persecution of prisoners

D-Day Allied attack on Western Europe

Evacuation Leaving your home

Holocaust Mass murder of Jews in Nazi occupied Europe

Liberate To set free

Rationing Fixed amounts of food. 

Useful Websites http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryhistory/world_war2/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/worldwars/wwtwo/
http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/Britain.html

Assessment Objectives

 To understand how Hitler’s foreign policy led to the outbreak of War in 1939.
 To reach a judgement about the impact of the Holocaust on European Jews.  
 To understand the significance of the Battle of Britain, the Blitz, the Holocaust, the D-Day 

landings and the dropping of the Atomic Bombs. 
 To learn about the consequences of Nazi persecution of European Jews. 
 To evaluate why the D-Day landings contributed to the end of the War in Europe.  
 To reach a judgement about why the Allies prevailed in World War II.  

Key People

Neville Chamberlain

Adolf Hitler

Winston Churchill

Benito Mussolini

Reinhard Heydrich

Harry Truman

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryhistory/world_war2/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/worldwars/wwtwo/
http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/Britain.html


 
 

   
 

 

Topic/Skill  Definition/Tips Example 

1. Pythagoras’ 

Theorem 

For any right angled triangle: 

 

𝒂𝟐 + 𝒃𝟐 = 𝒄𝟐 

 

 
 

Used to find missing lengths. 

a and b are the shorter sides, c is the 

hypotenuse (longest side). 

 

 

2. 3D 

Pythagoras’ 

Theorem 

Find missing lengths by identifying right 

angled triangles. 

 

You will often have to find a missing 

length you are not asked for before finding 

the missing length you are asked for. 

Can a pencil that is 20cm long fit in a 

pencil tin with dimensions 12cm, 13cm 

and 9cm? The pencil tin is in the shape 

of a cuboid. 

 

Hypotenuse of the base = 

√122 + 132 = 17.7 
 

Diagonal of cuboid = √17.72 + 92 =
19.8𝑐𝑚 
No, the pencil cannot fit. 

 

Year 9: Pythagoras’ Theorem   



 
 

 
 

Topic/Skill  Definition/Tips Example 

1. 

Trigonometry 

The study of triangles.  

2. Hypotenuse The longest side of a right-angled 

triangle. 

 

Is always opposite the right angle. 

 
3. Adjacent Next to the angle given or trying to find. 

 
4. 

Trigonometric 

Formulae 

Use SOHCAHTOA. 

 

𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝜽 =
𝑶

𝑯
 

 

𝐜𝐨𝐬 𝜽 =
𝑨

𝑯
 

 

𝐭𝐚𝐧𝜽 =
𝑶

𝑨
 

 

 
 

When finding a missing angle, use the 

‘inverse’ trigonometric function by 

pressing the ‘shift’ button on the calculator. 

 
Use ‘Opposite’ and ‘Adjacent’, so use 

‘tan’ 

tan 35 =
𝑥

11
 

𝑥 = 11 tan 35 = 7.70𝑐𝑚 
 

 
Use ‘Adjacent’ and ‘Hypotenuse’, so 

use ‘cos’ 

cos 𝑥 =
5

7
 

 

𝑥 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠−1 (
5

7
) = 44.4° 

 



 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Year 9: Right Angled Trigonometry   



 
 

 
 

Topic/Skill  Definition/Tips Example 

1. Coordinates Written in pairs. The first term is the x-

coordinate (movement across). The 

second term is the y-coordinate 

(movement up or down) 

A: (4,7) 

B: (-6,-3) 

2. Midpoint of 

a Line 

Method 1: add the x coordinates and 

divide by 2, add the y coordinates and 

divide by 2 
 

Method 2: Sketch the line and find the 

values half way between the two x and two 

y values.  

Find the midpoint between (2,1) and 

(6,9) 

 
2+6

2
= 4 and 

1+9

2
= 5 

 

So, the midpoint is (4,5) 

3. Linear 

Graph 

Straight line graph. 

 

The general equation of a linear graph is 

𝒚 = 𝒎𝒙 + 𝒄 

 

where 𝒎 is the gradient and 𝑐 is the y-

intercept. 

 

The equation of a linear graph can contain 

an x-term, a y-term and a number. 

Example: 

Other 
examples: 
𝑥 = 𝑦  

𝑦 = 4  

𝑥 = −2  

𝑦 = 2𝑥 − 7  

𝑦 + 𝑥 = 10  

2𝑦 − 4𝑥 = 12   

4. Plotting 

Linear Graphs 

Method 1: Table of Values 

Construct a table of values to calculate 

coordinates. 

 

 

Method 2: Gradient-Intercept Method 

(use when the equation is in the form 𝑦 =
𝑚𝑥 + 𝑐) 

1. Plots the y-intercept 

2. Using the gradient, plot a second point. 

3. Draw a line through the two points 

plotted. 

 

 

 
 

 

5. Gradient The gradient of a line is how steep it is. 

 

Gradient =   
𝑪𝒉𝒂𝒏𝒈𝒆 𝒊𝒏 𝒚

𝑪𝒉𝒂𝒏𝒈𝒆 𝒊𝒏 𝒙
=

𝑹𝒊𝒔𝒆

𝑹𝒖𝒏
 

 

The gradient can be positive (sloping 

upwards) or negative (sloping downwards)  

Year 9: Coordinates and Linear Graphs   



 
 

 
 

 

6. Finding the 

Equation of a 

Line given a 

point and a 

gradient 

Substitute in the gradient (m) and point 

(x,y) in to the equation 𝒚 = 𝒎𝒙 + 𝒄 and 

solve for c. 

Find the equation of the line with 

gradient 4 passing through (2,7). 

 

𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑐 

7 = 4 × 2 + 𝑐 

𝑐 = −1 
 

𝑦 = 4𝑥 − 1 

7. Finding the 

Equation of a 

Line given two 

points 

Use the two points to calculate the 

gradient. Then repeat the method above 

using the gradient and either of the points. 

Find the equation of the line passing 

through (6,11) and (2,3) 

 

𝑚 =
11 − 3

6 − 2
= 2 

 

𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑐 

11 = 2 × 6 + 𝑐 

𝑐 = −1 
 

𝑦 = 2𝑥 − 1 

8. Parallel 

Lines 

If two lines are parallel, they will have the 

same gradient. The value of m will be the 

same for both lines. 

Are the lines 𝑦 = 3𝑥 − 1 and 2𝑦 −
6𝑥 + 10 = 0 parallel? 

 

Answer: 

Rearrange the second equation in to the 

form 𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑐 

 

2𝑦 − 6𝑥 + 10 = 0 → 𝑦 = 3𝑥 − 5 
 

Since the two gradients are equal (3), 

the lines are parallel. 

 

9. 

Perpendicular 

Lines 

If two lines are perpendicular, the 

product of their gradients will always 

equal -1. 

The gradient of one line will be the 

negative reciprocal of the gradient of the 

other line. 

 

You may need to rearrange equations of 

lines to compare gradients (they need to be 

in the form 𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑐) 

Find the equation of the line 

perpendicular to 𝑦 = 3𝑥 + 2 which 

passes through (6,5) 

Answer: 

As they are perpendicular, the gradient 

of the new line will be −
1

3
 as this is the 

negative reciprocal of 3. 

 

𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑐 

5 = −
1

3
× 6 + 𝑐 

𝑐 = 7 
 

𝑦 = −
1

3
𝑥 + 7 

Or 

3𝑥 + 𝑥 − 7 = 0 

 



 
 

 

Topic/Skill  Definition/Tips Example 

1. Quadratic A quadratic expression is of the form 

 

𝒂𝒙𝟐 + 𝒃𝒙 + 𝒄 

 

where 𝑎, 𝑏 and 𝑐 are numbers, 𝒂 ≠ 𝟎 

Examples of quadratic expressions: 

𝑥2 

8𝑥2 − 3𝑥 + 7 
 

Examples of non-quadratic expressions: 

2𝑥3 − 5𝑥2 

9𝑥 − 1 

2. Factorising 

Quadratics 

When a quadratic expression is in the form 

𝑥2 + 𝑏𝑥 + 𝑐 find the two numbers that add 

to give b and multiply to give c. 

𝑥2 + 7𝑥 + 10 = (𝑥 + 5)(𝑥 + 2) 
(because 5 and 2 add to give 7 and 

multiply to give 10) 

 

𝑥2 + 2𝑥 − 8 = (𝑥 + 4)(𝑥 − 2) 
(because +4 and -2 add to give +2 and 

multiply to give -8) 

3. Difference 

of Two 

Squares 

An expression of the form 𝒂𝟐 − 𝒃𝟐 can be 

factorised to give (𝒂 + 𝒃)(𝒂 − 𝒃) 
𝑥2 − 25 = (𝑥 + 5)(𝑥 − 5) 

16𝑥2 − 81 = (4𝑥 + 9)(4𝑥 − 9) 

4. Factorising 

Quadratics 

when 𝑎 ≠ 1 

When a quadratic is in the form 

𝑎𝑥2 + 𝑏𝑥 + 𝑐 
1. Multiply a by c = ac 

2. Find two numbers that add to give b and 

multiply to give ac. 

3. Re-write the quadratic, replacing 𝑏𝑥 with 

the two numbers you found. 

4. Factorise in pairs – you should get the 

same bracket twice 

5. Write your two brackets – one will be the 

repeated bracket, the other will be made of 

the factors outside each of the two brackets. 

Factorise 6𝑥2 + 5𝑥 − 4 

 

1. 6 × −4 = −24 

2. Two numbers that add to give +5 and 

multiply to give -24 are +8 and -3 

3. 6𝑥2 + 8𝑥 − 3𝑥 − 4 

4. Factorise in pairs:  

2𝑥(3𝑥 + 4) − 1(3𝑥 + 4) 
5. Answer = (3𝑥 + 4)(2𝑥 − 1) 

5. Inverse Opposite The inverse of addition is subtraction. 

The inverse of multiplication is 

division. 

6. Rearranging 

Formulae 

Use inverse operations on both sides of 

the formula (balancing method) until you 

find the expression for the letter. 

Make x the subject of 𝑦 =
2𝑥−1

𝑧
 

 

Multiply both sides by z 

𝑦𝑧 = 2𝑥 − 1 
Add 1 to both sides 

𝑦𝑧 + 1 = 2𝑥 
Divide by 2 on both sides 

𝑦𝑧 + 1

2
= 𝑥 

We now have x as the subject. 

 

Year 9: Algebra: Quadratics and Rearranging Formulae 



 

Les détails personnels Personal details 

le prénom   first name 

le nom de famille surname 

le surnom   nickname 

la profession  profession 

la nationalité  nationality  

la date de naissance date of birth 

la résidence  place of residence 

les passe-temps  pastimes/hobbies 

marié(e)   married 

célibataire   single 

divorcé(e)   divorced 

 

 

Les adjectifs   Adjectives 

bavard(e)    talkative 

égoïste    selfish 

généreux/généreuse  generous 

intelligent(e)   intelligent 

jaloux/jalouse   jealous 

fidèle    loyal, faithful 

marrant(e)    funny 

mignon/mignonne  cute 

paresseux/paresseuse lazy 

riche     rich 

sérieux//sérieuse  serious 

stupide    stupid 

sympa    nice 

têtu(e)    stubborn 

timide    shy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 9 French Knowledge Organiser HT3 

Intensifiers 

Vraiment Really 

Très  Very 

Assez Quite 

Un peu A little bit 

Les copains/copines  Friends 

mon meilleur copain   my best friend (m) 

ma meilleure copine  my best friend (f 

mon petit copain   my boyfriend 

ma petite copine   my girlfriend 

mes potes    my mates 

Quand j’étais petit(e)…   When I was little… 

Quand j’étais jeune…      When I was young… 

Les vêtements Clothes 

des bottes  Boots 

un collant  a pair of tights 

un collier  a necklace 

une écharpe a scarf 

une mini-jupe a mini-skirt 

un pantalon trousers 

en laine  woollen 

en or   (made of) gold 

en plastique      (made of) plastic 

en satin  (made of) satin 

Imperfect tense 

J’adorais…  I used to love… 

J’avais…  I used to have… 

J’étais…  I used to be… 

Je faisais… I used to do/make… 

Je jouais…  I used to play… 

Je portais… I used to wear… 

C’était…  It was… 

  



 
 

Me, my family and friends (Expo 3 Module 4) 

 
Les yeux et les cheveux 

J’ai    I have 

Les yeux bleus  Blue eyes 

Les yeux marron  Brown eyes 

Les yeux gris  Grey eyes 

Les yeux verts  Green eyes 

Les cheveux courts Short hair 

Les cheveux longs Long hair 

Les cheveux mi- longs Mid-length hair 

Les cheveux frisés Curly hair 

Les cheveux blonds Blonde hair 

Les cheveux bruns Brown hair 

Les cheveux noirs Black hair 

Les cheveux roux Red/ginger 

hair 

 

 

 

Les métiers  Jobs 

l’acteur   actor 

l’actrice   actress 

l’artiste   artist 

l’avocat   lawyer 

le danseur   dancer(m) 

la danseuse  dancer (f) 

le/la domestique  servant (m/f) 

le jockey   jockey 

le jouer de tennis/rugby tennis/rugby player (m) 

la joueuse de tennis/rugby tennis/rugby player (f) 

le vendeur   salesman 

la vendeuse  saleswoman 

Passé composé  Perfect tense 

J’ai    I have 

Il a    He has 

Elle a    She has   

apporté   brought 

bu    drank/drunk 

crié    shouted 

fait une promenade been/went for 

a walk 

lu    read 

parlé   talked/spoke(n) 

préparé   prepared 

pris    taken 

volé    stole(n) 

vu    saw/seen 

regardé        watched, looked 

Je suis/Il est/Elle est    I/He/She 

allé(e)   went 

resté(e)   stayed 

 

 

    

 

Possessive Adjectives 

Mon  My (masc) 

Ma  My (fem) 

Mes  My (plr) 

 

Ton         Your (Masc) 

Ta   Your (fem) 

Tes  Your (plr) 

 

Son His/her (masc) 

Sa His/her (fem) 

Ses His/Her (plr) 

 



 

Les maladies  Illnesses 

J’ai mal…   I’ve got 

au dos.   backache. 

au ventre.   stomach ache. 

au pied.   a bad foot.  

au bras.   a bad arm.  

a la tête.   a headache. 

à la gorge.   a sore throat. 

à la main.   a bad hand. 

à la jambe.   a bad leg. 

à l’oreille.   earache. 

aux dents.   toothache. 

J’ai mal au cœur  I feel sick. 

 

La forme        Fitness 

Je mange beaucoup de fruits/des légumes.  I eat a lot of fruit/vegetables 

Je ne fais pas assez d’exercice.    I don’t do enough exercise. 

Je bois beaucoup d’eau.     I drink lots of water.   

Je vais à la gym.       I go to the gym.   

Je fume.        I smoke.  

bon pour la santé      good for your health 

mauvais pour la santé      bad for your health 
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Les symptômes  Symptoms 

J’ai chaud.   I’m hot 

J’ai froid.   I’m cold. 

J’ai soif.   I’m thirsty. 

J’ai faim.   I’m hungry. 

J’ai la grippe.  I’ve got flu. 

Je suis fatigué(e) I’m tired. 

Je suis enrhumé        I’ve got a cold 

Je suis malade.  I’m ill  

J’ai de la fièvre  I’ve got a 

temperature 

 

Les conseils    Advice 

Mangez moins gras !    Eat less fatty food ! 

Mangez moins de sucreries ! Eat less sweet food! 

Buvez beaucoup d’eau !  Drink a lot of water ! 

Dormez huit heures par nuit ! Sleep eight hours a night! 

Évitez le stress !    Avoid stress ! 

Faites de l’exercice !   Do some exercuse ! 

Ne fumez pas !    Don’t smoke ! 

 

meal times 

le petit déjeuner breakfast 

le déjeuner  lunch  

le diner   dinner 

en-cas,/casse-croûte a snack 

un repas   a meal 

Key verbs 

fumer  to smoke 

manger  to eat  

boire   to drink 

promener  to walk 

marcher  to walk 

pratiquer (un sport) to practise ( a sport) 



 

Frequency words/How often? 

Souvent     Often 

Quelquefois    Sometimes 

Parfois     Sometimes 

Normalement    Normally 

De temps en temps    From time to time  

Tous les weekends   Every weekend 

Une/ deux fois par semaine  Once/twice a week 

Ne…jamais     never 

Ne…plus     no more/no longer 

  
 Les activités Activities 

le canoë-kayak canoeing 

le canyoning canyoning 

le judo  judo 

le kickboxing kickboxing 

le ski   skiing 

le musculation weightlifting 

la natation  swimming 

la salsa  salsa dancing 

la voile  sailing 

l’aérobic  aerobics 

l’équitation  horse-riding  

l’escalade  rock climbing 

le VTT  mountain biking 

le basket  basketball 

le foot  football 

les sports aquatiques water 

sports 

les sports d’hiver winter 

sports 

 

Food and eating out    (Expo 3 Vert Module 3) 
 

La nourriture  Food 

le pain   bread 

le beurre   butter 

le poulet   chicken 

une banane   a banana 

les bonbons  sweets 

les champignons  mushrooms 

un paquet de chips a packet of crisps 

les chips   crisps 

la dinde   turkey 

les frites   chips 

le fromage   cheese 

les fruits   fruit 

les fruits de mer seafood 

les légumes  vegetavbles 

les petits pois  peas 

une pomme   an apple 

les sucreries  sweet things 

un gâteau   a cake  

une glace   an ice cream 

le poisson   fish 

la viande   meat 

l’eau    water 

un jus d’orange  an orange juice 

le jus de fruit  fruit juice 

le lait   milk 

le vin    wine 

la bière   beer 

 

Il faut… you should… 

Il ne faut pas ..you shouldn’t 

Je dois… I need to/must… 

Je voudrais  I would like to 

Je veux… I want to… 

plus  more 

moins less 
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Berufe Jobs 

Ich bin … I’m a … 

Arzt (Ärztin). doctor. 

Bauer (Bäuerin). farmer. 

Journalist(in). journalist. 

Kellner(in). waiter 

(waitress). 

Kindergärtner(in). child minder / 

nursery nurse 

Lastwagenfahrer(in). lorry driver. 

Pilot(in). pilot. 

Polizist(in). policeman 

(policewoman). 

Rezeptionist(in) receptionist 

Sekretär(in). secretary. 

Soldat(in). soldier. 

Webdesigner(in). web designer. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Wo arbeitest du 

am liebsten? 

Where do you 

like working 

most of all? 

Am liebsten arbeite 

ich in einem Büro. 

Most of all, I like 

working in an 

office. 

Am liebsten arbeite 

ich draußen. 

Most of all, I like 

working outside. 

Am liebsten arbeite 

ich am Computer. 

Most of all, I like 

working on the 

computer. 
 

Wie bist du? What are 

you like? 

Ich bin … I am … 

aktiv active 

freundlich friendly 

geduldig patient 

kreativ creative 

lustig funny 

mutig brave 

praktisch practical 

sportlich sporty 

  

sehr        very 

ziemlich        quite 

nicht sehr       not very 

Ich bin sehr 

praktisch. 

      I am very                                           

      practical. 

 

Ein Polizist muss (aktiv) sein.  

A police officer must be (active). 

Fremdsprachen Foreign 

languages 
Ich spreche … I speak … 

Ich lerne … I learn … 

Deutsch. German. 

Englisch. English. 

Französisch. French. 

Griechisch. Greek. 

Japanisch. Japanese. 

Spanisch. Spanish. 

Urdu. Urdu. 

  

in der Schule in school 

für die Arbeit for work 

für die Ferien for the holidays 

  

Ich muss Deutsch 

sprechen. 

I have to speak 

German. 

Ich muss Faxe 

übersetzen. 

I have to translate 

faxes. 

Ich muss E-Mails 

übersetzen. 

I have to translate 

Emails. 

Ich muss nach 

Deutschland 

fahren. 

I have to travel to 

Germany. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
 

Das finde ich … I find it … 

einfach. easy. 

interessant. interesting. 

nützlich. useful. 

schwierig. difficult. 

toll. great. 

wichtig. important. 

 

Fallstudie Case study 

Ich bin zur Schule gegangen. I went to school. 

Ich habe in einem Hotel gearbeitet. I worked in a hotel. 

Ich habe Deutsch gelernt. I learnt German. 

Ich habe Deutsch gesprochen. I spoke German. 

Ich gehe Snowboard fahren. I go snowboarding. 

Ich lerne klettern. I’m learning to rock-climb. 

Ich werde in Liverpool arbeiten. I will work in Liverpool. 
 

Pläne für die 

Zukunft 

Plans for the 

future 

Ich werde … I will … 

für Chelsea Fußball 

spielen. 

play football for 

Chelsea. 

drei Kinder haben. have three 

children.  

vier Katzen haben. have four cats. 

nach Australien 

fahren. 

travel to 

Australia. 

die Schule mit 16 

verlassen. 

leave school at 

16. 

reich sein. be rich. 

bei BMW arbeiten. work for BMW. 
 

Was machst du 

gern? 

What do you 

like doing? 

Ich lese gern. I like reading. 

Ich zeichne gern. I like drawing. 

Ich bin gern aktiv. I like being active. 
 

Was hast du in den letzten 

Sommerferien gemacht? 

What did you do in the last 

summer holidays? 

Ich bin schwimmen gegangen. I went swimming. 

Ich habe Filme gesehen. I watched films. 

Ich habe am Computer gespielt. I played on the computer. 
 

Was spielst du 

lieber? 

What do you 

prefer 

playing? 

Ich spiele lieber 

Gitarre. 

I prefer playing 

guitar. 

Ich spiele lieber 

Computerspiele. 

I prefer playing 

computer 

games. 

Ich spiele lieber 

Fußball. 

I prefer playing 

football. 
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Ich will Urdu lernen     I want to learn Urdu 
weil ich Freunde in Indien habe.  because I have friends in  

India. 
weil ich in den Ferien nach Spanien fahre. because I’m going to Spain  

in the holidays. 
weil ich in Griechenland arbeiten möchte. because I’d like to work in 

Greece. 
weil es nützlich ist.     because it’s useful. 
weil es wichtig ist.     because it’s important. 
weil es interessant ist.    because it’s interesting. 
weil es einfach ist.     because it’s easy. 

Berufe Jobs 
Ich bin…   I’m a… 
Arzt(-in).   doctor. 
Bauer(-in).   farmer. 
Journalist(in).   journalist. 
Kellner(in).   waiter (waitress). 
Kindergärtner(in).  nursery teacher. 
Lastwagenfahrer(in).  lorry driver. 
Pilot(in).   pilot. 
Polizist(in).  policeman 

(policewoman). 
Sekretär(in).   secretary. 
Soldat(in).   soldier. 
Tierarzt(-in).   vet. 
Touristenführer(in).  tourist guide. 
Webdesigner(in).  web designer. 
Ich arbeite…   I work… 
in einem Büro.  in an office. 
in einem Restaurant.  in a restaurant. 
in einer Klinik.  in a clinic. 
in einem  in a nursery. 
Kindergarten. 
am Flughafen.  at the airport. 
in ganz Europa. throughout 

Europe. 

Wie bist du? What are 
you like? 
Ich bin…  I am… 
aktiv.   active. 
ehrgeizig.  ambitious. 
faul.   lazy. 
fleißig.   hard-
working. 
freundlich.  friendly. 
geduldig.  patient. 
intelligent.  intelligent. 

kreativ.  creative. 
laut.   loud / noisy. 
praktisch.  practical. 
schüchtern.  shy. 
sportlich.  sporty. 

Pläne für die Zukunft Plans for the future 
Ich werde…       I will… 
in der Fußballmannschaft für England spielen.  play football for England. 
vier Kinder und fünf Katzen haben.    have four children and five cats. 
nach Australien fahren.     travel to Australia. 
an der Uni Astrophysik studieren.    study Astrophysics at university. 
die Schule mit 16 verlassen.     leave school at 16. 
berühmt sein.       be famous. 
bei BMW arbeiten.      work for BMW. 
viel Geld verdienen.      earn lots of money. 
in zwei Jahren      in two years 
nächstes Jahr       next year 
im Jahr 2030       in 2030 
mit 21        at 21 

Fremdsprachen Foreign 
languages 
 
Ich kann…  I can speak… 
Ich lerne…  I’m learning… 
Chinesisch.  Chinese. 
Deutsch.  German. 
Englisch.  English. 
Französisch.  French. 
Griechisch.  Greek. 
Japanisch.  Japanese. 
Spanisch.  Spanish. 
Urdu.   Urdu. 
 

Wie ist dein Beruf? What is your job like? 
Ich bin seit zehn Jahren Sportjournalist.  I’ve been a sports journalist for  

ten years. 
Die Arbeit beginnt / endet um … Uhr.  Work starts / finishes at … 

 o’clock. 
Mein Beruf ist einfach, weil…    My job is easy because… 
Die Arbeit ist interessant, weil…   The work is interesting because… 
ich Sport / Fremdsprachen liebe.   I love sport / foreign languages. 
ich meine Fremdsprachen üben kann.  I can practise my foreign 
languages. 
die Soldaten freundlich / lustig sind.   the soldiers are friendly / funny. 
Dieser Beruf ist gefährlich.    This job is dangerous. 
Diese Arbeit ist anstrengend.    This work is tiring. 
Nächste Woche werde ich nach   Next week I will travel to Paris 
Paris fahren.      
In zwei Jahren werde ich  In two years’ time I will work in 

America. 
 
in Amerika arbeiten.      

Ich reise gern.  I like travelling. 
Ich lese lieber.  I prefer reading. 
Am liebsten arbeite ich draußen. 

Most of all, I like working outdoors. 
 

Fallstudie Case study 
Er / Sie…  He / She… 
hat (eine Gesamtschule) besucht.  
went to (a comprehensive school). 
hat Deutsch / Französisch gelernt.  
learnt German / French. 
hat die Schule mit 18 verlassen.  
left school at 18. 
hat Tourismus studiert.  
studied tourism. 
hat als Fitnesstrainer gearbeitet.  
worked as a fitness trainer. 
hat Deutsch gesprochen.  
spoke German. 
musste Französisch lernen.  
had to learn French. 
konnte Deutsch üben.  
could practise German. 
wollte als Hotelmanager arbeiten.  
wanted to work as a hotel manager. 
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 Tagesprogramme Routines 

Ich stehe um (6) Uhr auf. I get up at 6.00. 

Ich wasche mich   I get washed  

Ich wasche mich nicht.  I don’t get washed. 

Ich frühstücke um (7) Uhr.  I have breakfast at 

7.00. 

Ich gehe um (9) Uhr ins Bett. I go to bed at 9.00. 

Ich esse …   I eat … 

Ananas.    pineapple. 

Cornflakes.   cornflakes. 

Toast.    toast. 

Ich trinke …   I drink … 

Apfelsaft.   apple juice. 

Tee.    tea.  

Kaffee    coffee 

Milch    milk 

 

 

Erwachsen sein  Being an adult 

Wann darf man …?  When can you …? 

Man darf mit 15 / 16 / 18 … When you’re 15 / 16 / 18 

you can … 

… Bier trinken.   … drink beer. 

… Schnaps trinken.  … drink spirits. 

… Lotto spielen.   … do the lottery. 

… Zigaretten kaufen.  … buy cigarettes. 

… Auto fahren.   … drive a car. 

… Mofa fahren.   … drive a moped. 

… heiraten.   … get married.  

… bis 24 Uhr in die Disko gehen.… go to a club until 

12.00. 

  Obdachlos  Homeless 

Am Montag …  On Monday … 

Am Dienstag …  On Tuesday … 

Am Mittwoch …  On Wednesday … 

Am Donnerstag … On Thursday … 

Am Freitag …  On Friday … 

Am Samstag …  On Saturday … 

 

… habe ich im Park geschlafen. … I slept in the park. 

… habe ich mich mit Freunden unter der Brücke getroffen. … I met with 

friends under the bridge. 

… habe ich Zigaretten geraucht. … I smoked cigarettes. 

… habe ich in der Kirche Brot gegessen. … I ate bread in the church. 

… bin ich zum Strand gegangen. … I went to the beach.  

… habe ich mit Freunden Bier getrunken. … I drank beer with friends. 

Was ist dir wichtig? What is important to 

you? 

Geld …  Money … 

Mode …  Fashion … 

Musik …  Music … 

Sport …  Sport … 

Die Umwelt … The environment … 

… ist mir wichtig. … is important to me. 

Computer…  Computers … 

Jungen …  Boys … 

Mädchen …  Girls … 

… sind mir wichtig.  … are important to me.  

sehr  very 

total  totally 

ziemlich  quite 

nicht  not 

Mode ist mir total wichtig.  Fashion is 

totally important to me. 

Mädchen sind mir nicht wichtig. Girls are not 

important to me. 

 Ich finde (14) … I think (14) is … 

gut   good 

nicht gut  not good 

schlecht   bad 

doof   stupid 

prima   great 

besser als (18)  better than (18) 

 

Fragen         Questions 

Um wie viel Uhr stehst du auf?    When do you get up? 

Was trägst du?        What do you wear? 

Wo wäschst du dich?       Where do you get 

washed? 

Um wie viel Uhr frühstückst du?      What time do you 

have breakfast?  

Was isst du?        What do you eat? 

Was trinkst du?        What do you drink? 

Um wie viel Uhr gehst du ins Bett?   What time do you go 

to bed? 

Die Umwelt schützen Protecting the environment 

Wir trennen den Müll.  We separate the rubbish. 

Wir fahren mit dem Rad. We travel by bike. 

Wir recyceln Papier.  We recycle paper. 

Wir kompostieren den Abfall. We compost waste. 

Wir recyceln Altglas.  We recycle glass. 

 

Wir kaufen umweltfreundliche Produkte.  

We buy environmentally friendly products. 

Wir benutzen Spraydosen ohne FCKW.  

We use CFC-free sprays. 

 

Trennt ihr den Müll?  Do you separate the rubbish? 

Fahrt ihr mit dem Rad?  Do you travel by bike? 

Recycelt ihr Papier?  Do you recycle paper? 

Kompostiert ihr den Abfall? Do you compost waste? 

Recycelt ihr Altglas? Do you recycle glass? 

 

Kauft ihr umweltfreundliche Produkte?  

Do you buy environmentally friendly products? 

Benutzt ihr Spraydosen ohne FCKW?  

Do you use CFC-free sprays? 

Ich trage … I wear… 

Jeans.  jeans. 

ein Kleid a dress 

eine Hose trousers 

einen Rock a skirt 

 

immer  always 

jeden Tag every day 

manchmal sometimes 

nie  never 

oft  often 
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Was machst du, wenn…? What do you do when…? 

Wenn ich Zeit habe,…  When I have time… 

Wenn ich im Stress bin,… When I’m stressed… 

Wenn ich allein bin,…  When I’m alone… 

Wenn ich müde bin,…  When I’m tired… 

Wenn ich nicht gut drauf bin,… When I’m feeling down… 

 

 

Das Tagesprogramm  Daily routine 

Ich wache um 6 Uhr auf. I wake up at 6 a.m. 

Ich stehe um 6:15 Uhr auf. I get up at 6.15 a.m. 

Ich wasche mich.  I get washed. 

Ich ziehe mich an.  I get dressed. 

Ich trage…   I wear… 

Ich frühstücke.   I have breakfast. 

Ich esse / trinke…  I eat / drink… 

Ich sehe fern.   I watch TV. 

Ich spiele draußen.  I play outside. 

Ich helfe zu Hause.  I help at home. 

Ich füttere den Hund / die Katze / die Hühner.  I feed the dog / cat / hens. 

Ich wasche Kleider.  I wash clothes. 

Ich wasche … ab.  I wash the dishes. 

Ich trockne … ab.  I dry the dishes. 

Ich gehe um 21 Uhr ins Bett. I go to bed at 9 p.m. 

nach der Schule   after school  

Was ist dir wichtig? What is important to you? 

Sport…    Sport… 

Mode…    Fashion… 

Musik…    Music… 

Geld…    Money… 

Die Umwelt…   The environment… 

Anderen Leuten zu helfen… Helping other people… 

ist mir wichtig.  is important to me. 

 

Computer…   Computers… 

Gute Noten in der Schule… Good marks at school… 

Mädchen…   Girls… 

Jungen…   Boys… 

sind mir wichtig. are important to me. 

 Ich finde (14) …I think (14) is … 

gut  good 

nicht gut not good 

schlecht  bad 

doof  stupid 

prima  great 

besser als (18) better than (18) 

 

Erwachsen sein Being an adult 
Wenn man 16 / 17 / 18 ist, darf man…  

When you’re 16 / 17 / 18 you can… 

Bier trinken.   drink beer. 
Schnaps trinken.  drink spirits. 

Lotto spielen.   do the lottery. 
Zigaretten kaufen.  buy cigarettes. 

Auto fahren.   drive a car. 
die Schule verlassen.  leave school. 

wählen.    vote. 

Mofa fahren.   drive a moped. 
heiraten.   get married. 

bis 24 Uhr in die Disko gehen.  
stay out at the disco until midnight.  

Ich werde (nicht)…  I will (not)…  

Das finde ich…   I think that is… 
cool.    cool. 

klasse.    great. 
keine gute Idee.  not a good idea. 

praktisch.   practical. 
eine Geldverschwendung. a waste of money. 

blöd.    stupid. 
vernünftig.   reasonable. 

Um die Umwelt zu schützen To protect the 

environment 

Wir trennen den Müll.  We separate the rubbish.  
Wir recyceln Papier.  We recycle paper. 

Wir kompostieren den Abfall. We compost waste. 
Wir kaufen umweltfreundliche Produkte.  

We buy environmentally friendly products. 
Wir benutzen Spraydosen ohne FCKW.  

We use CFC-free sprays. 

Wir recyceln Altglas.  We recycle glass. 
Wir benutzen keine Plastiktüten. We do not use plastic bags. 

Wir fahren mit dem Rad. We travel by bike. 
 

Wir haben… getrennt.  We separated… 

Wir haben… recycelt.  We recycled… 

Wir haben… kompostiert. We composted… 

Wir haben… gekauft.  We bought… 
Wir haben… benutzt.  We used… 

Wir sind… gefahren.  We travelled… 

 
Wir werden…   We will… 

…trennen.   separate… 
…fahren.   travel… 

…recyceln.   recycle… 
…kompostieren.   compost… 

…kaufen.   buy… 

…benutzen.   use… 

immer  always 

jeden Tag every day 

manchmal sometimes 

nie  never 

oft  often 

 

Wenn ich mit Freunden zusammen bin,…  

When I’m with friends… 

esse ich Schokolade. I eat chocolate. 

gehe ich in die Stadt. I go into town. 

fahre ich im Park Rad. I cycle in the park. 

spiele ich Handball. I play handball. 

höre ich laute Musik. I listen to loud music.  

bleibe ich zu Hause. I stay at home. 

 

Obdachlos     Homeless 
Ich habe mit Freunden Bier getrunken.  I drank beer with friends. 

Ich habe in meinem Zimmer Zigaretten geraucht.  

I smoked cigarettes in my room. 
Gute Noten in der Schule sind mir nicht sehr wichtig.  

Good marks at school are not very important to me. 
Mit Freunden zusammen zu sein ist mir immer wichtig.  

Being with friends is always important to me. 
Gestern habe ich im Park geschlafen.  Yesterday I slept in the park. 

Ich bin um 6 Uhr aufgewacht.   I woke up at 6 a.m. 

Ich bin um 7 Uhr aufgestanden.   I got up at 7 a.m. 
Ich habe mich (nicht) gewaschen.  I got (didn’t get) washed. 

Ich habe mich (nicht) angezogen.  I got (didn’t get) dressed. 
Ich habe Brot mit Käse gegessen.  I ate a cheese sandwich. 

Ich habe Kaffee getrunken.   I drank coffee. 

Abends habe ich mich mit meinen Freunden unter der Brücke getroffen.  
In the evening I met my friends under the bridge. 

Ich werde später mit meinen Eltern sprechen. Later I will speak to my parents. 
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1- Chord: 2 or more notes played simultaneously. 

2- Chord Progression:  Movement from chord to chord. 

3- Cadence:  the two chords at the end of a musical phrase. 

4- Riff:  short repeated phrase in popular music. 

5- Melody: the main tune of a song. 

6- Phrase: a short musical passage; a musical sentence. 

7- Bass: the lowest part of a piece, often providing harmonic support. 

8- Key: group of pitches, or scale, that form the basis of a piece. 

9- Modulation: Change from one key to another. 

10- Sequence:  the repetition of a musical phrase at a higher or lower 
pitch than the original. 

11- Harmony: parts that play together simultaneously create harmony. 
Often accompanying or secondary parts to a melody. 

5 characteristics of a good melody 
 
A Good Melody… 

1. Starts and ends on the same note (C) 
2. Moves mainly by step 
3. Has a smooth contour/shape 
4. Has 2 or 4 bar phrases 

5. Uses similar short motifs to give it a clear character 

4 Rules for Chord Progressions 
1. Start and end on chord I 
2. The primary/major chords are strong (I, IV & V) 
3. The minor chords add some interest and variety (but avoid using 

iii 
4. NEVER use chord vii (diminished) 

3 hints for Basslines 
1. Bass them around the root (bottom) note of the chord 
2. Use other notes of the chords for interest 

3. Add some rhythm for character 



 

 

 

 

Unit 2: Sex Education  
Year 9 

Skills 
 Engage with and reflect on 

different ideas, opinions and 
beliefs to help develop personal 
opinion. 

 Can express and explain opinions 
through discussion and written 
assessments. 

 Develop empathy with the 
situations others may find 
themselves in   

 develop confidence by 
discussing/action planning how to 
resolve CSE scenario’s. 

 

Knowledge 
Be aware of current teenage pregnancy 
statistics 

 
Develop awareness of the different 
methods of contraceptives 
 
Gain knowledge and understanding 
about STIs and the dangers of them 
 
Eliminate myths about STIs 
 

Gain knowledge and understanding 
about HIV & AIDS 

 
Explain what is meant by the term 
‘consent’ (regarding the law) and what it 
means within healthy relationships.  
 
Understand what child sexual 
exploitation is and our vulnerability to it. 
 

 
 

 

 



Y9: Unit 2 Christianity
Christianity remains the main religious tradition in Great Britain. During the completion of this unit you 

will consider a variety of different aspects of Christianity including; its origins, important teachings, 
figures, its views on modern ethical problems that people with faith must face and key philosophical 

aspects that must be accepted if you are to be deemed a “Christian” today. 

Religions
Lesson 1

What are the basics of Christianity? 
What are the different qualities of God?

Give three different facts about Christianity
Why do you think Christianity has become the biggest 

religion in the world? Is there a reason?

Lesson 4

Who was Jesus?

What are two reasons why Jesus is important to Christians 
today? 

Create a flowchart of the important events in the life of 
Jesus

Which events do you think are not believable from the life 
of Jesus? Why?

Lesson 7

The Ten commandments – are they important now?

Which of the 10 commandments do you think people 
should still follow today?

Why do you think the others shouldn’t be used by people 
anymore? 

“we don’t need the ten commandments anymore because 
the best ones are already laws” Two arguments for and two 

against.

Ethics
Lesson 2

Why would God allow evil?

Give two examples of moral evil

Give two examples of natural evil

“God doesn’t exist because if he did, he wouldn’t let evil 
happen” Give two reasons that agree and two that don’t. 

Lesson 5

Euthanasia – should it be accepted in GB?

Why is Euthanasia such a controversial topic?

Why might someone want to access Euthanasia?

“Euthanasia is never acceptable” 2 arguments for and 2 
arguments against

Lesson 8 

Abortion – is it ever the right thing to do?

Which of the 10 commandments would apply to 
abortion? 

What are two reasons why someone might get an 
abortion?

Why do some people disagree with the concept of 
abortion? 

Philosophy
Lesson 3 

The God debate – is it all possible?

Does God exist? Give three arguments that say he does

Give three arguments that agree with an atheists opinion.

Lesson 6

Heaven & Hell – realistic?

In two sentences each, describe what heaven and hell are.

Do you think the Christian belief in an afterlife is realistic? 
Why? Why not?

Should everyone who does bad things be punished in an 
afterlife? What is your opinion?

Lesson 9

Did God build the world in 7 days?

What is the fundamental Christian view on the Creation 
story?

Why do some Christians not believe this story word for 
word?

Can Christians believe in the big bang theory? Does it work 
when you add God?

*Following these 9 lessons pupils will be assessed and feedback will be given in exercise books.
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egg
fertilised by a 

sperm

nutrients in the cytoplasm, haploid 
nucleus and changes in the cell 

membrane after fertilisation

sperm
fertilise an egg

streamlined with a long tail 
acrosome containing enzymes 

large number of mitochondria, haploid 
nucleus

Ciliated
epithelial 

cell

push and move 
mucus

Thin layer of moving hairs on the surface 
of the cells called cilia.

SCIENCE BIOLOGY: 
B1 - Cells (Part 1)

Eukaryotes complex 
organisms

animal cell

Prokaryotes simpler 
organisms

plant cell contains all the parts of animal cells plus extras

PREFIXES

Prefix Multiple Standard 
form

centi (cm) 1 cm = 0.01 m x 10 -2

milli (mm) 1 mm = 0.001 m x 10 -3

micro (𝛍m) 1 𝛍m = 0.000 001 m x 10 -6

nano (nm) 1nm = 0.000 000 001 m x 10 -9

pico (pm) 1pm = 0.000 000 000 001m x 10 -12

Sp
ec

ia
lis

e
d

 c
e

lls

Bacterial cells are much smaller than plant and animal cells 

cytoplasm
site of chemical 

reactions in the cell
gel like substance containing 

enzymes to catalyse the reactions

nucleus
contains genetic 

material
controls the activities of the cell and 

codes fro proteins

cell membrane
semi permeable controls the movement of 

substances in and out of the cell

ribosome
site of protein 

synthesis
mRNA is translated to an amino acid 

chain

mitochondrion
site of respiration where energy is released for the cell 

to function

permanent 
vacuole

contains cell sap keeps cell turgid, contains 
sugars and salts in solution

cell wall made of cellulose
supports and strengthens the 

cell

chloroplast
site of 

photosynthesis
contains chlorophyll, absorbs 

light energy

cell 
membrane

site of chemical 
reactions in the cell

gel like substance containing 
enzymes to catalyse the reactions

bacterial 
DNA

not in nucleus floats 
in the cytoplasm

controls the function of the cell. 
Can be found as chromosomal 
DNA and plasmid DNA (small 

rings).

cell wall
NOT made of 

cellulose
supports and strengthens the cell

cytoplasm semi permeable
controls the movement of 

substances in and out of the cell

flagella whip like tail allows the bacterial cell to move

ribosome
site of protein 

synthesis
mRNA is translated to an amino 

acid chain

Feature Light (optical) microscope Electron microscope

Radiation used Light rays Electron beams

Max magnification ~ 1500 times ~ 2 000 000 times

Resolution 200nm 0.2nm

Size of microscope Small and portable Very large and not portable

Cost ~£100 for a school one Several £100,000 to £1 million plus

Microscopy

real	size	of	the	object	A

magnification	M =			size	of	image	I

eyepiece	lens

focusing	wheel

light	source

objective	lens

stage
Many of the structures found in cells were not able 

to be seen before the development of electron 
microscopes e.g. ribosomes

d
ec

re
as

in
g 

si
ze

 a
n

d
 s

ca
le

Estimates can be useful when you only 
have a sample of what you are counting 
e.g. the number of red blood cells in a 

blood sample
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SCIENCE 
BIOLOGY: B1 -
Cells (Part 2)

Transport in cells

Diffusion
No energy 
required

Movement of particles 
in a solution or gas 
from a higher to a 

lower concentration

E.g. O2 and CO2 in gas exchange, 
urea in kidneys. Factors that affect 
the rate  are concentration, 
temperature and surface area.

Osmosis
No energy 
required

Movement of water
from a dilute solution 

to a more 
concentrated solution 

E.g. Plants absorb water from the 
soil by osmosis through their root 
hair cells. Plants use water for 
several vital processes including 
photosynthesis and transporting 
minerals.

Active 
transport
ENERGY 
required

Movement of particles 
from a dilute solution 

to a more 
concentrated solution 

E.g. movement of mineral ions 
into roots of plants and the 
movement of glucose into the 
small intestines.

The greater the difference in concentrations the faster 
the rate of diffusion.

The activity of enzymes is affected by changes in temperature, pH and substrate 
concentration

Enzymes activity has an 
optimum temperature

Enzyme activity has an 
optimum pH

Increasing substrate 
concentration increases 
rate (limited by number 

of active sites)

Carbohydrases 
(e.g. amylase)

Made in salivary 
glands, pancreas, 

small intestine

Break down carbohydrates to 
simple sugar (e.g. amylase breaks 
down starch to glucose).

Proteases
Made in stomach, 

pancreas
Break down protein to amino acids.

Lipases
Made in pancreas

(works in small 
intestine)

Break down lipids (fats) to glycerol 
and fatty acids).

Digestive enzymes 
speed up the 

conversion of large 
insoluble 

molecules (food) 
into small soluble 

molecules that can 
be absorbed into 
the bloodstream. 

Th
e 

p
ro

d
u

ct
s 

o
f 

d
ig

es
ti

o
n

 a
re

 u
se

d
 t

o
 b

u
ild

 n
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o

h
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ra
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s,
 li

p
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d
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o

m
e 
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u
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u
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o
r 
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n

. 

The ‘lock and key 
theory’ is a simplified 

model to explain 
enzyme action

Enzymes catalyse 
specific reactions in

living organisms due to 
the shape of their active 

site.

Enzymes catalyse (increase the rate of) specific reactions in living organisms.

Large changes in temperature or pH can stop 
the enzyme from working (denature).

Temperature too high
pH too high or too 

low

Enzyme changes shape (denatures) the 
substrate no longer fits the active site.

The rate of a reaction can be measured by how fast reactants are used up 
or by how fast products are formed.

Enzymes

O
sm

o
si

s

Calculate percentage gain/loss of 
mass in osmosis.

% 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 =
(𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 − 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠)

𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠
× 100
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SCIENCE: 
CHEMISTRY – C2 

Separating 
mixtures (Part 1)

States of matter

Pure substances

Chromatography

Method of separating 
substances

Simple distillation

s solid

l liquid

g gas

Solid, 
liquid, 

gas

Melting and 
freezing happen at 

melting point, 
boiling and 

condensing happen 
at boiling point.

The amount of energy needed 
for a state change depends on 
the strength of forces between 

particles in the substance.

D
is

ti
lla

ti
o

n
Used to separate a mixture of 

liquids

During distillation, the mixture gets 
heated causing one liquid at a time 
to evaporate and then condense in 

the Liebig condenser.

B
o

ili
n

g 
p

o
in

ts

Each of the liquids in the 
mixture will have a different 

boiling point

This enables the liquids to be 
separated. Distillation can also be 

used to analyse purity of a 
substance as pure substances have 

a sharp boiling point.
En

er
gy

 a
n

d
 

m
o

ve
m

en
t

Gas particles have higher 
levels of energy than 

liquids and solids

Gas particles move more than the other states of 
matter, with solids moving the least due to their 
tightly packed arrangement. Solid particles can 

only vibrate around their fixed positions.

Pure 
substances

A pure substances is a 
single element or 

compound, not mixed 
with any other 

substance.

Pure substances melt and boil at 
specific temperatures. Heating 
graphs can be used to distinguish 
pure substances from impure.

Melting point of a 

pure substance

Melting point of an 

impure substance

Fractions
The hydrocarbons in 
crude oil can be split 

into fractions

Each fraction contains molecules 
with a similar number of carbon 
atoms in them. The process used 
to do this is called fractional 
distillation.

Fractional 
distillation

Crude oil is heated and 
hydrocarbons boil and 

condense at certain 
temperatures

This is due to the different lengths 
of hydrocarbon chains.

Chromatography

Can be used to 
separate mixtures 
and help identify 

substances.

Involves a mobile phase (e.g. water 
or ethanol) and a stationary phase 
(e.g. chromatography paper).  

Rf Values

The ratio of the 
distance moved by 
a compound to the 
distance moved by 

solvent.

Rf = distance moved by substance
distance moved by solvent

Pure substances

The compounds in 
a mixture separate 

into different 
spots.

This depends on the solvent used. 
A pure substance will produce a 
single spot in all solvents whereas 
an impure substance will produce 
multiple spots.

Position solvent 

reaches

Mixture 

separated

Mixture

Solvent

Fractional distillation

Using 
fractions

Fractions can 
be processed 
to produce 
fuels and 

feedstock for 
petrochemical

industry

We depend on many of 
these fuels; petrol, diesel 
and kerosene.

Many useful materials are 
made by the petrochemical 
industry; solvents, lubricants 
and polymers.
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SCIENCE: CHEMISTRY 
– C2 Separating 

mixtures (Part 2)

Purifying 
substances

Waste
water

Produced from 
urban lifestyles 
and industrial 

processes

These require treatment before used in 
the environment. Sewage needs the 
organic matter and harmful microbes 
removed.

Sewage
treatment

Includes many 
stages

- Screening and grit removal
- Sedimentation to produce sludge and 

effluent (liquid waste or sewage).
- Anaerobic digestion of sludge
- Aerobic biological treatment of 

effluent.

Potable 
water

Water of an 
appropriate quality
is essential for life

Human drinking water should have 
low levels of dissolved salts and 
microbes. This is called potable 
water. 

UK water

Rain provides water 
with low levels of 

dissolved 
substances

This water collects in the 
ground/lakes/rivers. To make potable 
water an appropriate source is 
chosen, which is then passed through 
filter beds and then sterilised.

Desalination

Needs to occur is 
fresh water is 
limited and 

salty/sea water is
needed for drinking

This can be achieved by distillation or 
by using large membranes e.g. 
reverse osmosis. These processes 
require large amounts of energy.

Potable water

Sterilising agents include 
chlorine, ozone and UV 
light.

Waste water 
treatment

Methods of 
separating substances

Crystallisation 

Filtration 

Fi
lt

ra
ti

o
n

This technique separates 
substances that are 

insoluble in a solvent 
from those that are 

soluble

An example is sand in 
water; the sand will 
collect in the filter paper 
and the water will move 
through the it.

The filtrate is the liquid 
that moves through the 
filter paper and collects 

underneath

The residue is the 
insoluble solid that 
collects in the filter 
paper. 

Crystallisation

This technique
separates a 

soluble 
substance from 

a solvent by 
evaporation

An example is the crystallisation of 
sodium chloride from a salt 
solution.

Using 
water

Water used
for chemical 

analysis must 
not contain 

any dissolved 
salts

Water used for this purpose 
must be treated in order to 
be suitable.

Producing 
potable 
water

There are 4 
main steps to 

producing 
potable water

1. Choosing appropriate 
source of fresh water

2. Sedimentation
3. Passing the water 

through filter beds
4. Chlorination
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SCIENCE: 
CHEMISTRY – C8 

Earth Science (Part 
1)

P
ro

p
o

rtio
n

s o
f 

gase
s in

 th
e

 
atm

o
sp

h
ere

Algae and plants
These produced the oxygen that is 
now in the atmosphere, through 

photosynthesis.

carbon dioxide + water  glucose + oxygen
6CO2 + 6H2O   C6H12O6 + 6O2

Oxygen in the 
atmosphere

First produced by algae 2.7 billion 
years ago.

Over the next billion years plants evolved to 
gradually produce more oxygen. This gradually 
increased to a level that enabled animals to 
evolve.

Volcano 
activity

1st Billion 
years

Billions of years 
ago there was 

intense 
volcanic
activity

This released gases 
(mainly CO2) that 
formed to early 
atmosphere and water 
vapour that condensed 
to form the oceans. 

Other gases
Released from 

volcanic
eruptions

Nitrogen was also 
released, gradually 
building up in the 
atmosphere. Small 
proportions of ammonia 
and methane also 
produced.

Reducing 
carbon 

dioxide in 
the 

atmosphere

When the 
water vapour 

condensed, the 
oceans formed
and the carbon 

dioxide 
dissolved into it

This formed carbonate
precipitates, forming 
sediments. This reduced 
the levels of carbon 
dioxide in the 
atmosphere.

Gas Percentage

Nitrogen ~80%

Oxygen ~20%

Argon 0.93%

Carbon 
dioxide

0.04%

Th
e

 Earth
’s e

arly atm
o

sp
h

e
re

How oxygen increased

H
o

w
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ar
b

o
n
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d
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e
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Reducing carbon 
dioxide in the 
atmosphere

Algae and plants
These gradually reduced the carbon dioxide 
levels in the atmosphere by absorbing it for 
photosynthesis.

Formation of
sedimentary rocks 

and fossil fuels

These are made 
out of the remains 

of biological 
matter, formed 
over millions of 

years

Remains of biological matter falls to the 
bottom of oceans. Over millions of years 
layers of sediment settled on top of them 
and the huge pressures turned them into 
coal, oil, natural gas and sedimentary rocks. 
The sedimentary rocks contain carbon 
dioxide from the biological matter.

Earth and 
atmospheric 

science

G
re

e
n

h
o

u
se

 g
as

e
s Carbon dioxide, 

water vapour and 
methane

Examples of greenhouse gases that 
maintain temperatures on Earth in order 

to support life

The greenhouse 
effect

Radiation from the Sun enters the Earth’s 
atmosphere and reflects off of the Earth. 
Some of this radiation is re-radiated back 

by the atmosphere (including carbon 
dioxide, methane and water vapour) to 

the Earth, warming up the global 
temperature.

Human activities and greenhouse gases

Carbon 
dioxide

Human activities that increase carbon 
dioxide levels include burning fossil fuels 

and deforestation.

Methane

Human activities that increase methane
levels include raising livestock (for food) 
and using landfills (the decay of organic 

matter released methane).

Climate 
change

There is evidence to suggest that human 
activities will cause the Earth’s 

atmospheric temperature to increase and 
cause climate change.

Effects of climate change

Rising sea levels

Extreme weather events such as 
severe storms

Change in amount and distribution 
of rainfall

Changes to distribution of wildlife 
species with some becoming extinct

The total amount of greenhouse 
gases emitted over the full life 
cycle of a product/event. This 
can be reduced by reducing 

emissions of carbon dioxide and 
methane.

Testing for 
oxygen

Glowing 
splint

Re-lights the 
splint in the 
presence of 
oxygen.

Earth and 
atmospheric 

science

C
ar

b
o

n
d

io
xi

d
e 

co
n

ce
n

tr
at

io
n

There is a correlation between 
atmospheric carbon dioxide levels, 

fossil fuel usage and global 
temperature change

There are errors with these
measurements due to the location 
they were taken and the historical 
accuracy before scientific methods 
became more robust.
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SCIENCE: 
CHEMISTRY – C8 

Fuels (Part 2)

C
ru

d
e

 o
il, h

yd
ro

carb
o

n
s 

an
d

 alkan
e

s

Fuels

Crude oil A finite resource

Consisting mainly of 
plankton that was buried 
in the mud, crude oil is 
the remains of ancient 
biomass.

Hydrocarbons

These make up the 
majority of the 
compounds in 

crude oil

These compounds are 
made up of hydrogen and 
carbon only. 

General 
formula for 

alkanes
CnH2n+2

For example:

C2H6

C6H14

Carbon compounds as fuels 
and feedstock

Fractional distillation and 
petrochemicals

Displayed formula for first four alkanes

Methane (CH4) Ethane (C2H6)

Propane (C3H8) Butane (C4H10)

Fractions
The hydrocarbons in 
crude oil can be split 

into fractions

Each fraction contains 
molecules with a similar 
number of carbon atoms in 
them. The process used to 
do this is called fractional 
distillation.

Using 
fractions

Fractions can be 
processed to 

produce fuels and 
feedstock for 

petrochemical
industry

We depend on many of 
these fuels; petrol, diesel 
and kerosene.

Many useful materials are 
made by the petrochemical 
industry; solvents, lubricants 
and polymers.

Boiling point
(temperature at 

which liquid boils)

As the hydrocarbon chain length 
increases, boiling point increases.

Viscosity
(how easily it flows)

As the hydrocarbon chain length 
increases, viscosity increases.

Flammability
(how easily it burns)

As the hydrocarbon chain length 
increases, flammability decreases. 

Complete combustion of methane:
Methane + oxygen  carbon dioxide + water + energy

CH4 (g)    +    2O2 (g)     CO2 (g)    + 2   H2O (l)

C
ra

ck
in

g The breaking down of 
long chain hydrocarbons 
into smaller, more useful 

chains

The smaller chains are more useful. 
Cracking can be done by various 
methods including catalytic cracking and 
steam cracking.

C
o

m
b

u
st

io
n

During the complete 
combustion of 

hydrocarbons, the carbon 
and hydrogen in the fuels 

are oxidised, releasing 
carbon dioxide, water and 

energy. 

In
co

m
p

le
te

 c
o

m
b

u
st

io
n During the incomplete 

combustion of 
hydrocarbons, there is not 
enough oxygen available 

for complete combustion. 
The products of the 
reaction is carbon 

monoxide, carbon and 
water.

H
yd

ro
ca

rb
o

n
 c

h
ai

n
s

In
 o

il Hydrocarbon chains in crude oil come 
in lots of different lengths.

B
o

ili
n

g
 p

o
in

ts The boiling point of the chain 
depends on its length. During 

fractional distillation, they boil and 
separate at different temperatures 

due to this.

Incomplete
combustion 

issues

Carbon 
monoxide is an 
odourless, toxic 
gas that can kill

Soot (carbon) is also produced that builds up in the 
atmosphere and can cause global dimming. This reduces the 
amount of sunlight that reaches the Earth and can alter 
rainfall patterns. 

Sulfur
dioxide

Released from burning 
hydrocarbons with sulfur

impurities in

Sulfur dioxide dissolves in rain water to form 
acid rain. This damages plant life and can 
make  water habitats acidic.  Acid rain can 
also weather limestone and sandstone 
structures. It can make soil acidic and affect 
crop growth

Oxides of 
nitrogen

Oxygen and nitrogen react
from the air under high 

temperatures inside engines

As pollutants, oxides of nitrogen cause acid 
rain and are also classified as greenhouse 
gases. Can cause respiratory problems.

Hydrogen 
fuel

Hydrogen reacts
with oxygen in the 
engine as a fuel for 

the vehicle

Advantages:
- Water is the product
- No greenhouse gases released
- Renewable
Disadvantages:
- Expensive to buy
- Difficult to re-fuel

Fossil fuels
Crude oil, natural 

gas and coal
Petrol, kerosene and diesel oil are non-renewable. Methane 
is found in natural gas and is also non-renewable.



A quantity tells us how much of something there is.

A scalar quantity is a quantity with just a magnitude (size).

A vector quantity is a quantity with both a magnitude and a direction.

Examples of scalar quantities Examples of vector quantities

Speed

Mass

Distance

Energy

Time

Displacement (distance in a straight line)

Force

Weight

Velocity

Acceleration

Momentum

The speed of an object tells us how quickly an object travels a certain distance.

The average speed tells us the how quickly an object has completed a whole journey.

The instantaneous speed tells us the how quickly an object has travelled at a specific 

point in the journey.

Speed is calculated using the following formula:

speed (m/s)  =   
distance travelled (m)

time taken (s)

Light gates can be used in a lab to measure the time 

taken for an object to travel.

Light gates are more accurate than using a 

stopwatch as a computer records the time and isn’t 

affected by reaction times.

Light gates are used in the following way:

• the object passes through the first light gate and starts the timer

• when it passes through the second light gate, the timer stops

• the computer works out the difference between the two times from the light gates

Some typical speeds include:

Airliners – 250m/s Ferry – 18m/s

Speed limit in town centres – 10.5m/s High speed trains – 90m/s

Commuter trains – 55m/s Cycling – 6m/s Sound – 330m/s

Motorway speed limit – 31m/s      Stong wind – 15m/s ` Walking – 1.4m/s       

Distance/time graphs show us how objects move throughout a journey.

Horizontal lines mean the object is stationary 

(not moving).

Straight, sloping lines mean the object is 

travelling at a constant speed.

The steeper the sloping line, the faster the 

object is travelling.

We can calculate the speed of the object by 

working out the gradient of the line.

Worked example:

In the graph what is the speed of the red object at point A?

Step 1: Find the change in distance on the graph = 8m

Step 2: Find the change in time on the graph = 4s

Step 3: Carry out the speed calculation = 8 ÷ 4 = 2m/s



In Science, all scientists use SI units to measure certain quantities.

Quantity SI unit Abbreviation

Distance metre m

Mass gram g

Time second s

Current ampere A

Temperature kelvin K

Concentration mole mol

Frequency hertz Hz

Force newton N

Energy joule J

Power watt W

Pressure pascal Pa

Electric charge coulomb C

Potential difference volt V

Electric resistance ohm Ω

Magnetic flux density tesla T

We use multiples and sub-multiples of SI units if quantities are very large or very small.

BASE UNIT (e.g. watt, W)

KILO- (e.g. kilowatt, kW)

MEGA- (e.g. megawatt, MW)

GIGA (e.g. gigawatt, GW)

÷1000

CENTI - (e.g. centiwatt, cW)

MILLI - (e.g. milliwatt, mW)

MICRO - (e.g. microwatt, µW)

NANO- (e.g. nanowatt, nW)

x10

x100

x1000

x1000

÷1000

÷1000
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